This study is mainly focused on the 3D mechanical cell deformations of 20 × 20 × 60 mm sized softwood specimens under 35 -40 MPa compression loading at room temperature of 20˚C. The moisture content of the specimens was 6% -7%. The data of microscopic images were measured and compared in terms of the permanently degenerated individual cell structures each in micro-scale ( ) μm . 3D cell deformations of tissues were observed with a magnification of (×100) -(×1500) and in the range of 3.0 -5.0 kV voltage under the SEM microscope. The specimens were examined under magnification and photographed before and after the compression loading applied parallel to the grain angles to the wood samples. Specimens were painted with gold liquid (12 × 12 × 12 mm sized specimens) in obtaining the SEM images. Under the SEM, these specimens were photographed and lengths between the cell walls ranged between 15 to 40 micrometers. In this study, relative deformations of pinewood cells were determined statistically considering the percentage permanent deformation under the compression loading. It was performed by using knowledge of structural mechanics, considering the measurement of permanent deformation in honeycomb-pinewood structure material.
Introduction
Reviewing the literature, a study on axial compression tests was performed on samples of Norway spruce wood with different orientations of the annual rings relative to the load direction performed to obtain the stress-strain measurement results. The results of this study showed us that permanent deformation in honeycomb-pinewood exhibited a nonlinear mechanical behavior [1] .
According to the results of another study, a micromechanical model was developed in which shear modulus was related to the density gradient of the annual ring. The purpose of this study was to understand the low transverse shear modulus in spruce. A hexagonal honeycomb model in the transverse spruce softwood plane was combined with finite element analysis, so that local shear strains were modeled. Testing procedures on a spruce sample were performed in terms of shear to determine the strain profile at the annual ring scale as a function of radial position [2] .
In another study, the proportion of bending and stretching deformation associated with different cases were investigated considering the important parameters including cell shape angle, relative density and cell wall modulus. A two-phase wood model is introduced based on a layered early wood and latewood material. In place of a one-phase model, a two-phase model was developed based on two different regions with constant densities of early wood and latewood. Each of the two regions was two honeycombs, and the free parameters of the two honeycombs (cell wall modulus and cell shape angle) were determined using a fitting procedure to global experimental data for wood. The resulting values for cell wall modulus and cell shape angle were then compared with previously reported data. The predicted cell shape angle was 12.5˚, which was in good agreement with experimental observations. The resulting average cell wall modulus is 20.5 GPa [3] .
A research made on the mechanical properties of a few common porous materials: carbon rods, ceramics, polymeric foams and bricks were performed by experimental and analytical methods. The characterization of pore structures was performed using a Mercury Porosimeter technique. Using this technique, detailed information was obtained on the density, porosity, surface area and pore size distribution. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with an image analyzer was employed to determine the porosity of foams. A large number of experiments were conducted with either bending or compression setup and their macro-mechanical properties such as Young's modulus, hardness and strength were obtained [4] .
Another research evaluates in parallel wood fibers and plant fibers to highlight their similarities and differences regarding their use as reinforcement in composites [5] .
Fratzl, Burgert and Keckes studied on the molecular mechanisms and its responsibility for the deformation of wood, as well as the mechanical interaction of cell-wall components, such as cellulose, lignin and hemicelluloses, which were not well understood. In a recently published experiment, they have shown that wood foils and single cells of compression wood of spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) could deform permanently under tensile load via a stick and slip mechanism at the molecular level occurring during shear of the matrix between cellulose micro fibrils [6] .
Wood foils and fibers of compression wood of spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) were investigated in cyclic tensile tests in laboratory condition. Additionally, wood foils and fibers were strained in a tensile stage while simultaneously monitoring stress response and collecting X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD) by using a two-dimensional detector. It was found that micro fibril angle decreased in the cell wall while stretching. The cyclic load tests indicated a recovery mechanism after irreversible deformation, which was interpreted as a stick-andslip mechanism on the molecular level of the cell wall [7] .
The irreversible behavior of wood cell-walls has been investigated by means of a finite element-based computational multi scale approach. A finite strain three-scale model has been proposed where the overall response of the cell-wall composite was obtained by the computational homogenization of a Representative Volume Element (RVE) of cell-wall material, whose mechanical response prediction, in turn, was described by the computational homogenization of a cellulose core-RVE [8] .
The 3D micromechanical analytical-computational model of softwood, which takes into account the wood microstructures at four scale levels, from micro fibrils to annual rings, is developed [9] . They showed that comparison of the single phase models, the two-phase model gave much more accurate transverse anisotropic predictions. In another study, the microscopic investigation of the lumen shape and tracheid shape for compression wood together with the method uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT); a reduction of the two-dimensional image data to one-dimensional data was obtained [10] .
In this research, the Pinus Sylvestris L. (acronym: P. Sylvestris) pinewood specimen was examined in both macro mechanical and micromechanical aspects by using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In the macro mechanical review step, axial compression tests were performed on wood samples with parallel annual ring orientations relative to the load direction in obtaining the stress-strain measurement results. In the micromechanical review step, the change of shapes of the tracheid cell walls and sieve-plate structural parts were examined by comparing the SEM images obtained from unloaded and loaded specimens.
Macromechanical Studies
Compression tests were conducted by Dartec tensile test machine (Figure 1(a) ) in laboratory conditions [11] . Test specimens of pinewood in size 20 × 20 × 60 mm were prepared ((a × a × h) (Figure 1(b) & Figure 1(c) ). These specimens were prepared by cutting pieces from the tree trunk in such a way that the fiber directions of the specimens extending along with the parallel direction to the longer side of them (h = 60 mm, Figure 1(c) ).
On the pinewood specimens the compression tests were applied and normal strain data was gathered with strain gages that affixed to two neighboring face of the specimens (Figure 1(d) & Figure 1(e) ).
Then the specimens were separated into two categories. The first category was the wood grain orientations situated parallel to the loading direction. The second category was the perpendicular situated wood grain orientations to the loading direction. Our study was performed considering the first category and the experimental results obtained from macro scale were used in understanding the micromechanical behavior of wood cells under compression.
The samples were placed in such a way that not to slip during the pressure application. Compression testing was started from scratch, enhanced with specific steps and the experiment was terminated when the stress reached to the available maximum stress levels. Maximum applicable stress levels and the corresponding developed strains measured by using strain gauges were presented in Figure 2 and Table 1 .
The ninth experiment among the performed eighteen experiments was chosen for studying under SEM and according to the results of microscopic investigation, two slope lines were plotted starting from the origin Figure 1 .
The first stress strain curve represents the data obtained with the "G1-gauge_1" measurements. The second curve seen on the same graph represents the instantaneously measured data obtained with the "G2-gauge_2" (second gauge) which was located on the adjacent surface of the specimen. Slopes of the two stress-strain curves were determined as 1 78.87 θ =  and 2 81.88 θ =  respectively. The approximate yield stress value of a specimen was determined by using the 5% offset principle on the related stress-strain diagram. These two offset new lines generates the other two modified slope angles as; Table 1) . These straight lines were used to define the first physically failure point of the wood structure under compression. Beside these slope lines, another slope line was drawn by 95% reduction of the original slope line which were referred as the offset lines and the corresponding angle was mod θ as previously mentioned. These second slopes were defined as the modified slopes and their lines cut the stress-strain curves at the definite points which define the yielding values of the material Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 2 and 
Micromechanical Studies
The specimen chosen for investigation was divided into three equal (12 × 12 × 12 mm) cubic shape parts in order to visualize each of the six faces microscopically (Figure 1(f) ). They were painted with gold liquid for SEM examination. The moisture content of the specimens was 6% -7%. SEM microscopy was used in examination of cell structures of the uncompressed and the compressed wood samples. Selected sample images of the microscopic views were used for detail examination and for detection of the physical changes caused by the load compression to the cell walls and sieve-plates. A living plant cell consists of two primary domains: the protoplast and the cell wall (Figure 4) . The protoplast is the sum of the living contents that are bounded by the cell membrane (Figure 3(a)-(b), Figure 3(d) ). The cell wall is a non-living, largely carbohydrate matrix extruded by the protoplast to the exterior of the cell membrane. The plant cell wall protects the protoplast from osmoticlysis and often provides mechanical support to the plant at large [12] - [15] (Figure 4) .
Wood fiber is composed of layers of crystalline cellulose (fibrils) wrapped in a cylindrical shape with an open center, or "lumen" (Figure 3(b) ). Wood fiber is broken down into five distinct layers and is referred to as layers ML, P, S1, S2, and S3. The fibrils in the "S2" layer form the major strength-producing portion of the wood fiber [16] - [18] (Figure 5) .
In this research, deformation of the cell walls and sieve-plates were explained according to the applied compression loading. The measured cell wall and sieve-plate sizes were obtained from the SEM images (Figure 4,  Figure 6 ), and all of the related data summarized in Table 3 .
Results and Discussions
The results of our study could be assessed separately according to the macro mechanical and micromechanical Table 2 . Properties of the stress-strain curves of the specimen under compression loading.
Compression Loading Parallel to the Grains
The Slope Lines Cross the Stress-Strain Curve at Definite Points through two adjacent surfaces of the specimen. The difference between these two strains was calculated as 2.0E−3. This deformation difference can be explained by the different fiber arrangement (fibril angles) located on the two adjacent sides of the specimen. So, the fiber angles or the micro fibril angles in the S2 layer were larger than the S1 layer so that the compression strength and modulus elasticity of this layer was found to be less [19] (Figure 3(c) ). According to these results, the implication is that mechanical compression loading gives two different slope lines instantaneously measured for the modulus of elasticity in compression. 2) SEM view examinations showed a non-symmetrical arrangement of cells and sieve plates; therefore wood material should be evaluated in anisotropic biocomposite category (Figure 3(c) ).
3) The obtained volumetric change (dilatation) ( Table 1 ) of the compressed specimen was as follows:
4) Implementation of compression loading to the specimen causes considerable amounts of reduction in width and height of the wood cell in micro scale. 5) During testing; the maximum compression stress values obtained from two strain gauges ranged between −37 and −42 MPa. In the light of these findings, the results can be evaluated as follows: The contraction rates in the width and height of the cell wall were 14.0% and 27.26% respectively. Secondly; as well as 31.13% average height reduction, a 15.95% average width reduction was detected in the sieve-plate (Figure 7, Figure 8 ). 6) Compression loading causes significant changes in the height and width dimensions of the cell walls ( Figure  9, Figure 10 ). The cell height and width strain values were calculated in terms of average values as follows: Figure 3(d) ). To explain this phenomenon, a figure is provided in which the failed cell wall surfaces can be observed (Figure 6(b) Table 3) . To explain this phenomenon, a figure is provided that the cell wall deformation can be seen easily (Figure 6(b10) ).
Conclusions
This study mainly focused on the 3D-mechanical cell deformations of 20 × 20 × 60 mm sized P. Sylvestris wood specimens under 35 -40 MPa compression loading at room temperature of 20˚C. The moisture content of the specimens was 6% -7%. In this research, wood specimens before and after the loading were visualized and photographed under the (Scanning Electron Microscope) SEM. The data of microscopic images were measured and compared in terms of the permanently degenerated individual cell structures each in micro-scale ( ) m µ (Figure 11, Figure 12 ). It was concluded that a considerable amount of deformation occurred both in cell and sieve-plate dimensions of the wood specimen under compression loading. Beside this conclusion, it was detected that both cell and sieve-plate dimensions showed negative average straining values under mechanical compression loading.
The average percentage difference between height and width dimension measurements of cells for loaded and unloaded cases were as follows: 1) for loaded case: 57.475%; 2) for unloaded case: 26.592% (Figure 13) .
The average percentage difference measured between height and width dimensions of sieve-plates for loaded and unloaded cases were: 1) for loaded case: 33.718%; 2) for unloaded case: 32.938% (Figure 14) . As a conclusion of our study we can claim that, the largest deformation between the wood-cell and sieve-plates took place within the cell sections of the wood microstructure. 
